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Amrzuzt 

One hundred and sixteen Unnersity studeats (70 female; 46 maies) were admhWered the Rey- 

Osterrieth Cornplex Figure (ROCF) on Copy and Immediate RecalL The ROCF' is a widely used 

neuropsychologicaI masure of visuospatiai organization, visual-motor akill and memory (Lezak, 

1983). The ROCF -ring for Copy was used to assess the performance differences of subgroups 

of fernales and males. Subjects were grouped basecl on personal handedness, frimiliwl sinistrality 

(Le., left-handedness) (FS), academic mqjor (math(sQence vs non-math/science) and gender. The 

prediction that math/scieme anomaious dominant (Le., fhdiai ieft-bandedness) groups, regardless 

of sex, would outperform aIi 0th- groups, Le., the arts fàdid Rght-banders, arts a n o d o u s  

dominant groups, and the mat.b/science familial right-handers, was not supportecl. Gender affected 

performance to a greater degree than handedness or FS, while d e m i c  major was found to be 

the most reliable predictor of accurate performance on the Rey Figure. Separate a d p i s  of the 

f e d e  and male data found different patterns of performance for those groups. 
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The literature on gender differences on spatial tasks is hth ambiguous and contradictory. 

Males are sometimes reported to have better visuospatial abilities than females, and these reports 

are acceptecl as evidence for why men perform better in math and science than women (Benbow, 

1988). These ditFerences have been investigated physiologically, with testosterone leveis being 

cited for the differences (Tan, 1990d), and from a sociai-culturai approach by which females are 

thought to be environ men^ limiteci fkom =quiring these skilln (Linn & Petersen, 1986, k o b y  

& Jacklin, 1974). Some studies indicate that skiifùhess in math and science, regardless of gender, 

may be associateci with king left-handed, mixecl-handed, or having a fkmily history of left- 

handedness (Benbow, 1988; Tan, 1990~). 

Recentiy iinks have been made with visuospatial abilities, handedness and amdemic course 

concentration of women (Websbin, Kaplan, Casey & Huwitz, 1990). Weinstein et ai. (1990) 

borrowed the notion of subgrouping femaies on the attribute of handedness from Annett's (1985) 

theory of a genetic bask for cerebral iaterality which hplicates subgroup diff'ences in spatial 

ability. Weinstein and coileagues (1990) studied groups of college women on the basis of personal 

handedness, familial handedness and academic concentration. It is thought that cerebrai 

dominance, as it is relateci to handedness, influences academic concentnation since, proportionateiy, 

there are many leR handers in science programs (Weinstein, et. ai., 1990). Also, many leR handed, 

high academic achievers have b e n  found to have exceptional mathematical abiiities (Benbow, 

1988). The impact of fRmily handedness was very important in the Weinstein et al stuciy. 

Grouping right-handers together without the knowiedge of familial handedness, rnay produce a 
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range of performances, but when tbis p u p  is divided by fâmüjal smdmhty 
. . (FS) (Le. left 

handedness in one's biologicai relatives), the range of performance may be more eady explaineci. 

Right-banded f d e s ,  with left-handed fïrst degree relatives, perform more like left-handers than 

right-handers (Weinstein et al., 1990). In both l& and right handed subjects, FS was related to 

the best performance on the Copy and R e c d  of the ROCF. These 'best performers' with fhilial 

. . smmtdity were most likely to be math/science majors. The 'worst perfiormers' on the Rey Figure 

were right handed fernales with f kdkd  right handedne88, majoring in non-matblscience programs. 

A similar investigation has not been carrieci out with male subjects. This study predih that 

similar findings would be rwealed for male subjects as found for female subjects. 

In reviewing the literature on handedness, the impact of fàmihd shhtrality (FS) on one's 

handedness has been note& Geschwind and Behan (1982) have categorized la-handers and right- 

handers with familiRl 1eR-handedness as king "anodous dominant". These individuah are 

thought to have neither lefi nor right hemisphere dominFince (i.e., they wouid have comparable 

language abilities in both hemispheres). It is believed this p u p  comprises about 30 percent of 

the population (Geschwind & Behan, 1982). The degree to which handedness and FS are liaked 

to sex merences in language, spatial abiiities, and mathematical skitlR is presented. These 

variables wiU be investigated in relation to students' academic concentration in university. 

LeRFTwulruhrcriR 

Kinsbourne (1988) reports that 70 percent of leR handers are biteralized for language 

and the remalliing 30 percent are left lateralized as are almost aii right-handers. Howwer, 

Rasmussen and Milner's (1975) testing of hemispheric function, found mer 95 percent of right 

handers and 70 percent of left handers had speech lateraiized in the leR hemisphere. Of the 

remaining 30 percent of left-handers, 15 percent showed right hemisphere control of speech and 
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15 percent had speech biiaterally represented. Fie percent of right-handers a h  seem to have 

bilateral speech controL It is believed tbat only those with bilateral speech representation may 

be genotypic sinistrals. These sesearchers presumed the others to be dextrals with a shifted band 

preference, Le., pathological left-handedness (Rasnussen & Milner, 1975). When hmguage 

dominiuice did not iemain left-sided, it shifted to the right (Annett, 1985). It did not become 

b i la ted  Damage does not result in a sharing of language control by two hemiqheres 

(Kinsbourne, 1988). It xnay be that bilateralized laquage representation M e r s  qualitativeiy fiom 

iinilriteralized laquage representation Iii nearly ail the contrasting hypotheses postuiated for 

handedness, it has b e n  898~med that the more lateraiized pattern of organization is functionally 

more competent (Gordon, 1988). Recently it has been proposeci that a bilateral organization may 

indicate superior bctioning in left handed females (Kapian, 1988; Weinstein et aL, 1990). 

Ln addition to tbis reiationahip, some studies have found links between k i n g  shktmi and 

king developmentally delayed, while others suggest that shktdity is unrehted to 

neuropathology. Kinsbourne (1988) notes many reports of the prevaience of left-handers among 

mentally damageci populations, and that the percentage increases with severity of denciency. 

Benbow (1988), howwer, reports data on large numbers of shïstrd children who are gifted either 

on verbal or mathematical skiiin. Satz, Soper and Orsini (1988) argue tbat there are at least three 

distinct non-dextral subtypes in humans: pathological left-haudedness (Pm, ambiguous 

handedness (AH) and naturai left-handedness O. 

The pathological subtype (PLK) refers to a subaet of aatural right-handers who, because 

of eaily injury affecting mainly the left hemisphere, W e r  a hypofunction of the contralateral hand 

which causes a shiR in manuai preference fiom the right to the left (Satz, Soper & Orsini, 1988). 

Ambiguous handedness (m (te., individuais who are inconaistent within and between items on 
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seif reports) refers to a subset of the popdation. About 40% o f f  subset represent the autistic 

and nonautistic men* retarded population who do not establish early dominance due to early 

bilateral brain injury. The third subset is n a t d  left-handers and refers to the "normaln adult 

population whose hand preference is thought to be genetically, cuiturally or accidmtaiiy acquired 

Based on hand writing a d o r  self report eight to twehre percent of the population fdki into this 

category. Also included in this group of leR handera are ambidexters Cie., individuais who m a .  

use eitber their left or theh right band for certain tasks). Depending upon the task or skill, these 

individuais are consistently left or right handed (Satz, Soper & orshi, 1988). The punitive iink 

between left handedoess and brain dysfiinction exists only for the two neuropathological subtypes: 

PLH - with predominRntly left-sided and miid to severe lesions, and AH - where lesions are 

predominruitly biiteral and severe (Satz, Soper & Orsini, 1988). In contrast, natural lefi-handers 

are often bïgh achievem (Benbow, 1988). 

Assumptions about leR handers are clarXed by the knowledge that about 15 percent of 

left handers have speech biiatedy represented and are considered genotspic, rather than 

pathologie, .sin;-stniin. By studying this srnail group of l& handers the notion of brain lateralization 

being relateà to competency csan be chailenged. It has been argued that a bilateral organization 

offers superior functioning in f e d e s  (Weinstein, et aL, 1990). From this, questions relating to 

gender and spatial ability emerge with a new twist. 

and Sciame Atdity 

Benbow (1988) studied mathematicai geaius in leR handers. In sumeying more than 

100,000 î2 year old cbildren taking the Scholatship Aptitude Test (SAT) in the United States, ahe 

found that the better the mathematid hilits, the more the boys outnumbered the girls (e.g., 2:l 

in the top 3% achieyers, 4:l in the top 0.5% and 13:l in the top 0.2%). Benbow believes that 
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social/cultural factors could not account for these specinc effects but that they ni8y be biologicai. 

However, these data m a .  be misleading as the SAT measures acquired knowledge and not an 

Mathematically talented students tend to score highiy in both verbal and nonverbal 

reasoning, in abstract reasoning and in spatial ability (Benbow, 1988). The top math 8coreq 

regmdless of gender, also scored high on sinistrality. There is evidence to suggest that sinktdiw 

is over represented among those scoring extremely hi@ on verbal reasoning. While Benbow (1988) 

found sex ciifferences in reasoning ability, with boys scoring about haif of a standard deviation 

better than girls, Sinistraiiw is not reported to occur more often in mathermtica&y talented males 

than in mathematically talented fernales. McGee (1979) noted tbat students who have good 

learning skiUs and a wealth of knowledge tend to score on the verbal sections of standard 

achievement tests. Students who reason extrernely weil tend to get high scores on the SAT- 

Mathematical tests (McGee, 1979). There is evidence to suggest that when a mathematics 

problem is routine and invohres well-leamed concepts, then the problem-solver uses a verbal-logical 

approach. For novel problems, imagery and spatial visualization become important in predicting 

performance (McGee, 1979). General ability is described as the ability to select fkom one's store 

of strategies, an appropriate strategy for a specinc problem. The aspect of spatial ability most like 

this iilr;ll is spatial visualization. Neither generai abilie nor spatial visualization reveal gender 

differences (Tjnn & Petersen, 1986; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). 

Linn and Petersen (1986) have assessed the nature, magnitude and age of £Ùst occurrence 

of gender differences in spatial abiities, mathematics and science achievement. They bave 

identified tbree components of spatial abilim (a) matial perception which is characterized by the 

ability to infer the orientation of an object in relation to one's own orientation (b) mental 
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rotation, chamdmbed by the ability to quickiy rotate a two or three dimensional figure mentally, 

and (c) spatial vimralization which is charaicterized by an abiiiv to visualize objects in space iIrn'np 

a combination of visual and non-visual (e.g., analytic) strategies. Gender differences, fàvouring 

males, occurred for spatial perception and mental rotation. No gender differences were found for 

spatial visualization (Lïnn & Petersen, 1986). Tbese hdings are consistent with Marcoby and 

Jacklin's (1974) in theh ertamination of the embedded figures test. When gender differences were 

found they did not reflect a commonality for spatial ability, mathematics and science. It seems 

that many factors contribute to these differences (L~M & Petersen, 1986). More recently, spatial 

visualization with video games has been studied. 

Okagaki and Frensch (1994) investigated spatial performance using the video game, Tetris, 

with a pre and posttest design. The task required the rapid rotation and placement of M e n  

H e r e n t  shaped blocks. They found that playhg Tetris imprwed both mental rotation and spatial 

visualization time. Their fïndings support those of Linn and Petersen (1986), as reliable and 

consistent ciifferences between males and females were only obtained on complex mental rotation 

tasks (Okagaki & Frensch, 1994). FuFther evidence regarding the impact of experience with 

spatial tasks bas been noted (Held, Alderton, Foley & Segall, 1993). Held and c o U e a g u e s  (1993) 

examineci the fâctor structure of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery which measures 

Merences in reasoning ability for male and female Navy applicants. They found no gender 

Herences related to differentiai problem-soiving strategies as a W o n  of spatial ability. 

However, a technical fiictor for Arithmetic Reasoning suggested eirYi10nmental or experiential 

interactions contn'buted to problem sohting ability for both d e s  and females (Hdd et ai., 1993). 

Other experienceq that are not rnathematically or spatiajly related, have ken found to 

impact on acadcmic achievement for f d e s .  The scholastic performance of fexnaies tends to drop 
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off at puberty (Linn & Petersen, 1986; Maccoby & Jacldin, 1974), and some studies have 

questioned the impact of hormonai changes in males and femaies on various abilities (e.g., spatial 

.skills) (McGee, 1979; Tan, 1990d). Baxter (1994) raises an appropriate, but rather tangue-in&& 

question regarding such hdings: "Does nature select for smart @ris and dumb women, or does 

somethiag else happen at middle school level for girls?"(gaxter, 1994). 

Achiwement and attitude toward mathematics have been reported to rweal sex 

differences in fiivour of males (Benbow, 1988). Yet, interest in mathematics does not influence 

mathematics learning as onEg weak relationships between interest and degree of performance have 

ken found (Linn & Petersen, 19û6). Interest, however, seems to impact on career expectations 

and perceptions of one's own abiiity in mathematics. Females and maies with simiiar abilities 

assess theh mathematicai skilis diflt'ently, with females assessing their alrilln less fiivourably. This 

W o r  correlates @@%an* with math performance (Linn & Petersen, 1986). It bas been 

docwnenteà that even in the same mathematics ciasses, the male experience ciiffers from the 

female experience. Mathematics perfo-ce reflects differences in math experiences, 

expectations about performance and interest in math-related careers. Fernales with fewer math 

courses and fewer mathematicai expriences (Linn & Petersen, 1986) seem to suffer in this regard. 

In summary, the hdings on mathematics and science ability for d e s  and f d e s  is 

inconciusive. However, speci£ic experiences and information seem to be necessary for sc ient f i  and 

mathematical reasoning. A good range of qriences  and instruction for the acquisition of 

effective strategies seems to be important for successful performance ( .  & Petersen, 1986). 

T h e  does seem to be agreement that mathematicai talent is recognized by the ability to handle 

long chahs of reasoning (Benbow, 1988), and tbat this is a talent that emerges at an early age and 

remains throughout We for both males and femaies (Benbow, 1988; T.inn & Petersen, 1986). 
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Benbow (1988) implicates other fkbrs that may inauence gender diflérences in spatiai abilities, 

Le., left handedness and fhdbl sinistrality. Among hi& achievers in rnathematics, many are Ieft 

handed, andfor have FS. These students tend to score high on spatiai ability CBenbow, 1988). The 

relationwhip of FS to spatial ability has been studied and linked to sex dineremes. 

Many hypotheses have been put forth on the influences of handedness, gender and f h d i a l  

. . mmbaiie (FS) on language lateralization as weli as on verbal and visuospatial abilities (McKeever, 

1986). McKeever (1986) reports higher scores, from a spatial test, for right handers than left 

handers and found that male scores were higher than femRle scores for both left and right 

handem. Additiody, left-handed females with FS scored dightly higher on a spatial test than 

left handed females without FS, and the reverse reIationship was found among right handed 

females (Le., right handed females without FS scored sigdïcantiy better than right handed 

females with FS). Maies, whether left or right handed did not score düTerently when FS was a 

fàctor (McKeever, 1986). FS tended to lower the scores on spatial ability in ail groups except in 

left handed females (McKeever, 1986). Bumett, Lane and h t t  (1982) found, however, that in 

a university population the W e s t  scores on a spatial ability measure were obtained by individuais 

who had lefi-handed relatives and whose handedness scores feu in the range of mixed or slightiy 

right handed. Benbow (1988) reports that the fiequency of left-handedness in a group of vexy 

iatellectully talented students was found to be more than twice that of the general population. 

Both mathematicaiiy and veibaliy capable students were more likely to be left-handed than lesa 

able students. LeR-handedness seems to be a characteristic 
. . 

of the extremely capable 

m a t h m  and/or verbal reasoners. In particular, these students tended to be either fàmiüal 

left-handers, or right-handers with a famitv history of Mt-handedness. About 50% of these 
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students were left-handed, mixed-handed or right-handed with left handed fRmitv members, This 

is sïgdbnt becaw these individuais have been shown to be more likely to have diffeient brain 

organhtïon h m  complete right-handers (Le., they tend to have more bilaterai representation of 

cognitive function) (Benbow, 1988). Further, there is evidence to support the specuiation of more 

bilaterai representation of both language and spatial abilities in f d e s  than in males through the 

work of bmdell (196S) and supported by McGlone (1978). FS is thought to atTéct language 

laterality and has been reported to interact with sex to idluence spatial abilities in Rght handers 

(McKeever, 1986). In addition to these relationships, fadial shistdiw is thought to be an 

important faictor deterrnining the quality of expression of cognitive and motor SEUS- 

A b i t a v a n d ~ L i n l K e d t O M o t o a ~  

"FS created a motoragnitive pattern in males and f d e s  with FS, whîch was mmpletely 

different fkom the motor cognitive pattern in subjects without IFS" (Tan, 1990q p.151). In female 

lefi handers, IQ for spatial abilie (measuied by Catteil's Cultural Fair Intelligence Test) was found 

to be positive& and shilarity correlated with hand ski11 for both the leR and right bands. This 

seems to indicate that both cerebral hemispheres are involved symrnetricaily in mental abilities for 

spatial reasoning in female left handers (Tan, 1990~). Levy (1972) hypothesized tbat boys do 

better on ta&s of spatial or mathematical teasonhg because they exhibit greater specialization 

of th& hemispheres. Tan (1990b) reporteci that left-handed males without FS showed an 

asgmmetric organization for visual spatial interactions. LeR band performance, in males, was 

found to be inverseb correlated with degree of spatial ability. In d e  aubjects, it is assumed that 

the right brain is mainly involved in spatial reasoning since it cornpetes with left hand pronciency 

(Tan, 1990~). "A left brain without cornpetition and a rigbt brain with cornpetition creates a strong 

cerebrai iateralization in spatial abilitf (Tan, 1990% p.150). Tan's (1990~) results with male 
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subjects support the cornpetition hypothesis which predicts that spatial performance is optimized 

when spatiai abilie is strongty lateralized in one hemisphere. In d e s ,  motor perforxnance seems 

to compete with spatial performance. Tan (1990b, 1990~) concluded that when l& hand skiil is 

superior or weak, visual spatial ability sufl'ers for left handed d e s .  

Studies of spatial abilie as it relates to motor s1811 and handedness suggest differences in 

performance for d e s  flan, 1988, 1990a, 1990b). There seems to be increased support for the 

belief that lateraiization strengthens spatial ability and motor Rln'lls in rigbt handed d e s ,  while 

biiateralization improves motor performance and spatial ab'ilities in fernales. Merences emerge, 

howwer, for left handed males with FS. Better spatial performance has b e n  found for l& 

handed males who demonstrate a moderate level of hand skiL GeneraiIy, for males, spatial 

peiformance is better when there is lateradkation of spatial abilities. But, motor performance 

seems to compete with spatial performance in left handed males. Tan (1990a) suggests that the 

motor proficiency of the leR hemisphere determines the degree of left handedness in d e s ,  and 

proposes that practice (e.g., motor skill experiences) m a .  uiduce chauges to improve visuospatial 

abilities in these individuais. 

Tan has noted différentia1 effects of FS on handedness in males (Tan, 1988,1990a, 1990~). 

Howwer, these clifFerences have not been linked to academic achievement or course concentration 

for d e s .  It has been noted that there are many left handers in math and science programs 

(Benbow, 1988, Weinstein et aL, 1990). This suggests a possiile link between ceiebral dominance, 

handedness and one's major area of concentration in universi@ courses. (Weinste'i et aL, 1990). 

Familial handedness is implicated in the range of performances among femrrles; Le., ri@ handed 

fernales, with fïrst degree left banded relatives, perform more like leR handera than right handers 
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(Weinstein e t  ai., 1990). 

Wehsteh et  d, (19901, using the Rey-0stemet.h Complex F i e  (RûCF), measured the 

relationahip between handedness, frimiliril sinistrality, academic concentration and visuospatial 

abiliw on the Copy, Imrndiate Recali and 20-minute Deia,yd Recall of the Figure with a group 

of female subjects. Weiastein et aL, (1990) did both quantitative and qualitative a d p i s  of the 

ROCF and found mawscience anornalous dominance subgroups (ie., right or left handers with a 

fàmily history of IeR handedness) produced the most acawate figures on Copy and Immediate 

RecalL These subjech used a more con6gurational strategy (right hemisphere) when they copied 

the figure. The lowest performuig group on aii a .  was the non-math/science familial right- 

handers, and they seemed to reiy on strategies that were either part oriented (~e . ,  overreliance 

on leR hemisphere strategies); or a combination of part oriented and configurational (Weinstein, 

et al., 1990). Focushg on details is ofken accompanied by verbal mediation strategies and produces 

poorer results in women's performance than does a reliance on right hemisphere strategies 

W l o n e  & Davidson, 1973). Performance on the ROCF requires both featve ( w W  

is a IeR hemisphere contribution) and a whole design approach (right hemisphere ability) (Kaplan, 

1988). It has k e n  suggested tbat the high performing female groups on the ROCF may have an 

increased ability to use both hemispheres together (Weinstein, et  aL,1990), andor they may be 

bilateraiized for verbal and spatial fimdions (Benbow, 1988). 

SignXcant differences between subgroup performance would be disguised if all female 

subjects were grouped together. Subgrouping fendes (and d e s )  accoràing to handedness and 

academic concentration enables the identification of relationships tbat might otherwise be hidden. 

Both Waber (1979b) and Weinstein et. aL, (1990) conclude that variability within sex may be 

greater than between sexes. HOWW-, it is not known if the hdings fiom studies with f d e s  
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would be evidenced in a male sample. 

are also found in the performance of 

I€ the differeaces in the performance of heaïthy women 

a healthy male population on the ROCF, this may have 

implications for the asisessment of pathologies in  des and fanaies, and may shed light on the 

assuxned gender bias related to abilities or performance in math and science. The N e f  that 

women do not perform as weli on spatial tasks may be the d t  of a misunderstanding of 

hemispheric processing (Weinstein et ai, 1990). 

e , i d ~ B e v i e w  

Left handedness has been categorized by tbree distinct subtypes: pathologjd., ambiguous 

and natural left-handers (Satz, et al., 1988). The natural leR handers represent the healthy 

population of left handers who have been identifid as having proportionateiy more indhiduals in 

that group with exceptional spatial and miithematical abilities (Benbow, 1988). Not oniy was 

. . 
mmtraüty over-represented among the high scorers on verbal and nonverbal reasoaiag abilie, but 

boys were more likely to outnumber giris among the top achievers on mathematical ability. 

Gender differences have been reporteci in both achievement and attitude toward 

mathematics (Benbow, 1988; McGee, 1979). Other fïndings indicate that gender differences do 

not exist for spatial visualization or for tasks that require anaiytic strategies (Lîm & Petersen, 

19%; Maccoby & Jackün, 1974). Mathexmtics performance and spatial abilities have been linked 

to differences in mathematics experiences, expectations and interest in math and science related 

careers for mates and females (Hel4 et ai., 1993; Okagaki & Frensch, 1994). The evidence to date 

r e m a h  inconclusive regarding the nature/nurture issue on genderlsex differences. Howwer, 

there seems to be agreement that mathematical talent is recognized by the abili* to handle long 

chains of reasoning. This talent is evident at an eailly age and remains throughout addthood in 

both males and females. Mathematics instruction and training is not highiy related to 
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niathtxmthd reasoninp ability (Benbow, 1988, Burnett, et ai., 1982; Gordon, 1988). 

Familial sinistrality has been linked to mathematical ability in natuwl l& handers 

(Kinsbourne, 1988; Tan, 1990b, 1990~) as weil as in female right-banders (McKeever, 1986; 

Weinstein et al., 1990). Tan (1990b, 1990~) reports differences among left handed d e s  on spatial 

ability and hand skiJi when fàmilki sinistrality is a fiictor. The reports to date seem to be 

supporting the notion that left handers with fhdiai s idtdity  differ fiom other lefk handers 

whether male or female (Springer & Deutsch, 1981). 

h m  this body of evidence, the notion of handedness, hmilial sinistrality and 

mathematicai talent king linked to academic achiwement and career choices was possible. 

Weinstein et ai. (1990) studid the relationship between personal handedness, fhdbi handedness 

and academic concentration in a group of female university students. These i n v ~ t o r s  

identifieci sjgnXc811t performance ciifferences on visuospatial ability. Weinstein et al suggest that 

these high performing fernales may be bilateralized for verbal and spatial fùnctions (Weinstein et 

ai., 1990) since perfoRning well on the ROCF requires both a feature adysis and a whole design 

approach (ieft and right hemisphere) (Kaplan, 1988). Conversely, mdes have b e n  attributed with 

having strong spatial ability because of their lateralization of spatial firnction (Benbow, 1988). 

Furthermore, fbmihd shistAity in males has been linked to hand skïli and spatial ability with 

moderate leveis of hand skiU associateci with better spatial skill.s (Tan, 1990b, 1990~). It is not 

known, however, if male University subjects wodd show performance differences on a measure of 

spatial ability if they were subgrouped by handednesq FS and academic concentration 

It is hypothesized that gender Merences on performance of the Rey Figure wodd not be 

sïgnifïcant in a group of University students. Howwer, ciifferences in performance ability would 

be -t as it relates to fimihi handedness. It is predicted that difïerences will exht for 
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either l& or right handed subjects, whether male or female, when fhmibi sinistrality is a e r .  

The present study inve&&aks bandedness, frimiliril bandedness and academic major in 

relation to the visuospatiai abilities of both f d e s  and d e s  ushg the Copy and Recaii of the 

ROCF. It is predicted that (1) anomaious dominant groups (male and female) with an academic 

concentration in math and science will outperform ail other subgroups and (2) within sex 

ciifferences will be greater than the differences found between males and femaies. The study 

groups males and femaies on handedness and academic mqjor and investigates sex and subgmup 

difkences. Performance is scored on the ROCF' for Copy and Recall usïng the Rey 8coring 

systen 

Methods 

Subieds 

Swenty females and 46 males, who are enrolled in local univemities and who have no 

fhmily history of learning disability voiunteered to participate. Famihi handedness was 

determinecl by a fàmüy handedness questionnaire and personal handedness by scores on the 

Edinburgh Handedness Inventory @HI; Olàûelà, 1971). The suqject's biological siblings, 

grandparents, parents and parent's miiiings are comidered fïrst-degree M y  rnembers. The 

groups are comprised as foiiows: (1) Right handers (with scores ranghg fkorn + .4 to + 1.0 on 

EXTI), with no left-handed relatives; (2) Right handers (+ .4 to + 1.0 on EHI) with one or more 

left-handed tir&-degree relatives; (3) Left handers (-.41 to -1.0 on EHI) with no left-handed, f b t  

degree relatives, and (4) Left handers (--41 to -1.0 on EHQ with one or more left-handed fïrst 

degree relatives. Subjects were assigneci to one of four groups based on handedness. After 
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grouping on handedness, it was noted that over haif the subjects reported having FS, although this 

characteRstic was fairly evedy distributeci among the subgroups of students. Subgroups represent 

voIunteers f?om science and non-science progFams at local universities. Unequai numbers in the 

subgmups seem to refiect the percentage of students belonging to these subpups from the iarger 

student popiilation. 

A minimum of six math and/or phpicai science courses had to be completed by 

partiicipating students. The non-rrlath/rimence students had a minimum of six courses in t h e  areas 

of academic concentration These courses included h d t i e s ,  business, socid sciences and 

e d d o n  

There are eight subgroups of males and eïght subgroups of femaies distinguished as foilows: 

-Left handed males with fimdiai sbistdity in math/science; 

-Rigbt handed males with fbiîiai sinistrality in math/scieace; 

-LeR handed d e s  without familial sinisk.ality in mrithlscience; 

-Right handed males without £àmiüai siaistFaliQ in matwscience; 

-Le£% handed males with familial sinistrality in arts; 

-Right handed males with familial sinistrality in &A; 

-L& handed d e s  without fhudiai sinistralty in arts; 

-Right handed males without fàmiüai thhtdity in arts; 

-LeR handed females with fhmihai ainistrality in math/sciellce; 

-Ri@ handed females with fàmiîhl sini&dity in miith/science; 

-LeR handed fclmales without fimihl ainiatraliw in math/science; 

-Right handed females without familial sbktdïty in mathlscience; 

-Lefi handed f e d e s  with fàmdid ghistdiw in arts; 
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-Right handed f d e s  with fimihl shktdity in arts; 

-Left handed femaies without famihi sinistrality in arts; 

-Right handed f d e s  without fhdai shktdity in arts; - 
The Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure (See Appendix A) is an extensiveiy used and studied 

LIlStrument which is sensitive to measuring visuospatiai organization, perceptual-motor ddi, 

planning and visual memory (Kaplan, 1988; L e e  1983). The ROCF is structured around a base 

rectangle which is divided into eight equal segments by a horizontal and verticai Iine intersected 

by two diagonal h e s ,  and includes a varietg of internal features. Because of ita complexi~, the 

i6igure has been usefU for evaluating the ability to plan, organize and assemble complex 

information (Kaplan, 1988). Copy of the Rey F i e ,  while thought to be a test of right posterior 

brain fimction, is *y more complex. In interpreting the score, consideration is u d y  given 

to both the actuai score and to the configuration of the design when considering the implications 

of brain injury. Kolb and Whishaw (1990) report means and standard deviations for various age 

groups on the Rey Copy and RecaU Subjects comprising a control group (n= 67), 16 - 30 years 

of age tiad an average F u l l - d e  IQ of 117 +/-8.5. The scores reporteci for this group on the Copy 

are X = 35.1 sd 1.5 and for Recall, X = 22.7 sd 7.0. On their data sumxnary for handedness and 

gender, KoIb and Wtiishaw (1990) report no sïgxdkmt clifferences for performance by right 

handers or left handers. This was true whether or not familial bandedness was a Gzctor. The 

Edinburgh Handedness Invexatory @HI) is a 10 item questionnaire used to determine handedue58 

in individuais. This is one of the most popular hand-preference inventories in use (Steenhuis, 

Bryden, Schwartz and L a m n ,  1990), and it is the self report measure used in nearïy all the 

research by Tan on handedness. A fâmily handeclne88 questionnaire bas been compiled based on 
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the information obtained in other studies and accompanied the EH1 to determine if the subjeds 

had any left-handed relatives. 

Praiechae 

Subjects were tested in groups in a chssroom setting- In some instances there were s d  

groups, or individual testing was done. Volunteers were briefïy informed of the purpose of the 

data collection and asked to sign an informed consent (See Appendix B) for participation in the 

research, Each subject was given the ROC' printed on the upper haif of an 8.5 x 11 inch sheet 

of paper. Subjeds were instructed to copy the design, exactiy as they saw it, without ushg a 

d e r .  Afkr the Copy was completed, the papers were collected and piaced out of sight. Data were 

identineà by numbers to ensuie confïdentiali,Q and accurate rnaizhhg with the subsequent Recall 

data Subjeds received the remaindei of the task in the form of a package of questiomaks (See 

Appendix O. The stapled packets contained (1) a fhmQ handedness questionnaire @"HI), (2) the 

EH& (3) confimation of academic major and number of courses completed, and (4) instructions 

to draw, fkom memory, the design (Rey Figure) that was copied earlier. Paper was attached for 

the drawing of the design. The EHI was the second item in the packet, and the examiner brie* 

explained how it was to be completed even though written instructions were on the top of the 

inventory. Any questions that arose fkom the questionnaires were answered immediately and 

chification provided when needed (e.g. Does broom mean a sweep or a push bmm? Subjeds 

were always told this was a sweep broom). When completed, the package was handed in to the 

d e r  and matched to the Rey copy by identification number. Subjects were told it wodd take 

about 10 - 15 minutes to complete the entire ta&. This was true for most subjects. However, 

some subjects took as long as 25 minutes to cornpiete, and they were altowed the time to do so. 

These data were then scored for haudedneas so that subjects could be grouped for right 
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and left handedness with or without fbdhl shiddïty. It became nmessary' aftei al l  available 

volunteei groups/c]asses had ken tested, to seek individuai subjects (students) for some of the 

categuries. Two of the leR handed male subgroups had no suQects. LeR-handed male students 

were then, individudy. aaked to participate. There were no &bais. The data coiiected fiom 

appmximRteiy 30 subjects codd not be used due to self report of fàmïly learning ciisabii  (9), and 

no knowledge of f e  handedness (21). 

Scaaina 

The Rey F i e  scoring sgstem (See Appendk D) was ernployed for each of the drawings 

Cie., Copy and Recall) of the ROCF. The Remil was initiateci approrcimately 5-7 minutes aRer the 

Copy. The ROCF contains 18 units & seorable with a maximum of 2 points for propei 

placement and accvacy with a maximum score of 36. Each of the 18 units is scored separateiy 

b d  on the accmacy and relative position of each unit within the whole of the design. An 

irllproper piacement wouid score 1 point and O points if the unit was absent. An individual's totai 

score for Copy reflects a global measure of visuoconstructive ability and accuraq. A total score 

on R e d 1  of the ROCF reflects the subject's memory for visual-spatial information. 
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The relationships among the four independent variables of sex, handedness, frimilial 

. . amsbdity and acaàemic concentration were examinecl between groups on their performance of 

Copy and R e d l  of the Rey-Osterrieth Complex F i e .  The foilowing hypotheses were tested by 

a 2 x 2 ~ 2 ~ 2  (sex x hand x FS x niajor) between groups fhctoriai design: (1) female and male 

subgroups with familial leR handedness (ie.,anomalous dominant) whose academic concentration 

is in mathlscience will outperform all other subgroups, and (2) within sex differences wiU be 

greater thRn the differences found between males and fernales. These predictions were not 

supported by the data in this study. Anomalous dominant groups majoring in mawscience did not 

outperform aU other subgroups on Copy or R d  of the Rey F i e .  In fact, fernales produced 

better Copy of the Rey Figure than males; and subjects without FS produced better Copy than 

subjects with FS. For R d  of the design, king a science major was signincant. 

The subgroups ranged in size fiom 1 to 21 subjects (See Table 1). 

Table 1 
Number of Subiects Der Ceil 

Hand Sex FS Science Non-Science Total 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Femaie 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Male 

With 8 21 
Without 11 16 
Wlth 3 6 
w1thout 2 3 
With 14 4 
Without 15 4 
Wlth 3 1 
Without 4 1 
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This &c21&2 (sex x hand x FS x major) between group fktorial design found the foilowing 

redta,  sïgnifïcant at alpha 0.05; N= 116- 

Qm! 

Main efffects for sex E(15,lOO) = 1.89, ~ = . 0 2 ]  and FS @(15,100) = 1.89, E= .O41 were 

found (See Table 2). F e d e s  performed better on Copy than males, and students without FS 

produced more accurate Copy. 

Table 2 
Sex Rand FS and Maior on C o w  

Depende& Variable: COPY 
Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

sEx 
H m  
SEX'HAND 
FS 
SEX*FS 
HAND*F's 
SEx*HAND8FS 
MAJOR 
SEX*MAJOR 
HAND*MAJOR 
SEX*HAM)*MAJûR 
FSMAJûR 
SEX*FS*MAJOR 
HAND*FS*WOR 
SEX*HAND*FS*MAJOR 

Since king left or right handed was not found to be a &@kant Eactor, a second adysis, 

coliaping across handedness, was run. This 2 x 2 ~ 2  (sex x FS x major) produced main effects for 

sex @(7,108) = 3.68, g= .0005], FS @(7,108) = 3.68, E= .O041 and major @(7,108) = 3.68, 

E= .006]. Fernales did better on Copy. Subjecta without FS did better on Copy, and science 
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students did better than non-science students on the drawbg. A twtwo-way interaction of sex x FS 

p(7,108) = 3.68, E= .O41 revealed that females without FS did better t)wi males without FS. A 

three-way interadion of sex x FS x major @(7,108) = 3.68, E = .O41 was noted, when bandedness 

was not a h r ,  indicating tbat females without FS, majoring in science, were the best performers 

on copy (N = 13; X= 33.8). The worst Copy was produced by males with FS in arts CN = 5; X = 26.8. 

Table 3 
Sex FS and Maior on C o w  
Controlik for Handedness 

Dependent Variable: COPY 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

SEX 1 102.2734925 102.2734925 12.87 0.0005* 
FS 1 68.9206746 68.9206746 8.67 0 .00**  
SEX*FS 1 32.6079947 32.6û79947 4.10 0.0452***** 
MAJOR 1 62.5135399 62.5135399 7.87 O.OOôû*** 
SEX*MAJOR 1 19.7315972 19.7315972 2.48 0.1180 
FS*MAJOR 1 4.2575235 4.2575235 0.54 0.4657 
SEX*FS*MAJOR 1 33.8690841 33.8690841 4.26 0.0413**** 

In the fïrst anaipis (sex x FS x hand x major), major did not emerge as signi.6-t. 

Therefore, another analpis coIlapsing across major, a 2x2x2 (sex r hand x FS) was run, and no 

stati&idiy sigdkant effects were found. Since neither handedness nor major were shown to be 

sigdicant in the fïrst amipis, the data were collapsed across both variables, (2x2, sex x FS) and 

main effects for sex @(3,112) = 4.11, E = .O11 and FS @(3,112) = 4.11, E = .O21 were f o d  To 

further investigate relationahips, both handecine58 and sex were coIlapsed, a 2x2 (FS x major), and 

no s igdbnt  effects were found. 
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Table 4 

Sex and FS on Couy 
Controllllin for Hand and Maior 

Dependent Variable: COPY 

Source DF Type IIi SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

Separate analyses of the female and male data were cornpared. A !k2x2 (hand x FS x 

major), witb the fernale data (N = 70) only, showed no rn'qnificant efïects for Copy. Howwer, a 

W c a n t  main effect for FS @(7,38) = 2.39, p = .O31 was found for the male data (N = 46) on 

a 2x2x2 (luand x FS x major) adysh. 

Table 5 
Hand FS Maior on C o w  

Male Data 

Dependent Variable: COPY 
Source DF Type JIi SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

HAND 1 0.50935135 0.50935135 0.06 0.8104 
FS 1 42.11393376 42.11393376 4.82 0.0343* 
HAND*FS 1 0.40883398 0.40883398 0.05 0.8298 
MAJOR 1 18.496û4758 18.49604768 2.12 0.1538 
HAND*MAJOR 1 8.45539718 8.45539718 0.97 0.3313 
FSMAJOR 1 19.14054130 19.14054130 2.19 0.1470 
EAND*FS8MAJ0R 1 0.842ô84ô9 0.842684ô9 0.10 0.7578 
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Males without FS (N = 24) did better on Copy (X = 32.4) than males with FQ (N = 22; 

X=308). When 2x2 (hand x. FS) anaipes were computed, neither the femde nor male chta 

produced reliable ciifferences. 

Recall 

A 2x2~2~2 (sex x hand x FS x major) showed a sigdïcaut main effiect for major @'(15,100) 

= 2.33, Q = .O11 on Recall of the Rey drawing, with science students demonstrating better recall 

of the design thRn non-science students. No other diGerences were found. 

Table 6 
Sex Hhnd FS Maior on R e d  

Dependent Variable: RECALL 

Source DF Tgpe I I i  SS M e a .  Square F Value P = 0.05 

SEX 
ErAND 
SEX*HAND 
FS 
s E x * m  
HAND*FS 
SEX*HAMi*FS 
MAJOR 
SEX*MAJOR 
HAND*MAJOR 
SEX*HANTl*MAJOR 
ES*MAJOR 
SEX*FS*btAJOR 
HAND*FS*MAJOR 
SEX*HAM)*FS*WOR 
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A 2x2~2 (sex x FS x major) amlpis produced two mRin effects. Major @?(7,108) = 2.83, 

E = .O11 continuecl to be sigdbnt, with science students (N = 60; X = 22.7) producing better Recall 

than non-science students (N = 56; X= 19.9). Familiai shbtdity @(7,108) = 2.83, E = .O11 was 

@ifkant when handedness was coIlapsed. Better 4 of the design occurred for aubjects 

without FS (N=56; X=22.8) than for mbjects with FS (N=60; X=20.1). 

Table 7 
Sex FS Maior on Recall 

Controllinnr for Handedness 

Dependent Variable: RECALL 

Source DF Type IiI SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

SEX 1 56.9453882 56.943882 1.84 0.1774 
FS 1 186.0055175 186.0055175 6.02 0.0157- 
SEX*FS 1 0.0182620 0.0182620 0.00 0.9806 
MAJOR 1 184.7713915 184.7713915 5.98 0.0161** 
SEX*MAJûR 1 26.6173536 26.6173536 0.86 0.3554 
FS*MAJOR 1 26.0280330 26.0280330 0.84 0.3607 
SEX*FS*MGTOR 1 35.1068127 35.1068i27 1.14 0.2888 

A M e r  analpis, coliapsed across handedness and sex, a 2x2 (FS x w o r )  produad two 

main effects for R d  Once again, niajor @(3,112) = 4.83, E = .O11 sbowed tbat science students 

did better on recall than non-science students, and FS @(3,112) = 4 . 8 3 , ~  = .O21 indicated that 

subjects without FS did better on recall. 
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FS and Maior on R,ecaii 
Controlluirr for Sex and Handedness 

Dependent Variable: RECALL 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Square FValue P = 0.05 

FS 1 170.9897773 170.9897773 5.48 0.0210** 
MAJOR 1 179.&421709 179.8421709 5.76 0.01808 
FS*MAJûR 1 59.7344581 59.7344581 1.91 0.1693 

When a 2zr2d (hand x ES x major) was computed on the female data, Recaii showed a 

main &ect for major @(7,62) = 2 . 9 4 , ~  = .O0071 (N = 24, X= 24.5) indicating that female science 

students did better on r e d  than non-science females. A two-way interaction of hand x major 

JJ?(7,62) = 2.94, Q = .04] showed that left-baaded fendes in science (N= 5) produced the best 

R e c d  drawings (X= 26.2); foiïowed by right handed females in science (N= 19; X= 24.0). Next 

was right handed f d e s  in arts (N = 37; X = 20.8), and the worst drawings were by Ieft handed, 

female arts students (N = 10; X = 16.9). 

Hmd FS Major on Recall 
Femaie Data 

Dependent VariabIe: RECALL 

Source DF Type IïI SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

HAND 1 3.8653036 3.8653036 0.13 0.7239 
FS 1 48.5084916 48.5084916 1.58 0.2134 
HAND*FS 1 17.7193151 17.7193151 0.58 0.4503 
MAJOR 1 393.3902120 393.3902120 12.81 0.0007* 
HAND*WOR 1 134.3760562 134.37ôû562 4.38 O.û405** 
FS*MAJOR 1 77.8256959 77.8256959 2.53 0.1164 
HAND*FS*MAJOR 1 0.1700182 0.1700182 0.01 0.9409 
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The male data on Recall was adyzed (a 2x21~2, hand x FS x major), and a main &ect for 

hand @(7,38) = 2.05, = -041 was found with right-handed males (N = 37; X = 22.1) doing better 

Table 10 
Hand FS Major on Recall 

Male Data 

Dependent Variable: RECALL 

Source DF Type 1 SS Mean Square F Value P = 0.05 

HAND*FS*MAJOR 
RAND 
Hand*Major 
HAND*FS 
MAJOR 
HAND*MAJOR 
FSMAJOR 
HAND*FS*MAJOR 

When major was collapsed, a 2x2 (handxFS) showed hand @(3,42) = 4.68, p = .O071 

continued to sigdicantly affect male drawings on Recali. 

Table 11 
Hand and FS on Recall 

Male data 

Dependent Variable: RE& 

Source DF Type ID SS Mean Square F Value P =0.05 
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This study, using the Rey F i e  as a measure of spaüai ability, did not produce the 

fin- genedly reported in the literature on spatial abiities or FS. This study found femaies 

produced better Copy of the Rey F i e  than d e s ;  and subjects without FS produced better 

Copy tban subjects with FS. For Recall of the design, king a science major was sigdkant, 

Studies by Lansdeii (1962) and McGlone (1978) support the notion of a more bilateral 

brain organization in females, and Weinstein & colleagues (1990) suggest that FS positively affects 

the spatial abiilities of females. However, McKeever (1986) reports that right handed males with 

strong Iateralization of hemispheres produce the best scores on spatial ta&. H e  aiso notes that 

FS weakens the scores for ail individuais except left handed fe~des .  This research does not 

support previous hdings of superior spatial abilities for males. 

It is not ciear fkom this study but, it is possible that, in this group of subjects, FS may 

have weakened spatial abilities in some males, enabluig the bilateral bt.ains of the femaies to 

demonstrate their competency. About 35% of the femaies were science majors and, it is possible 

that their scores heightened the overall performance of fedes.  With 50% of the males reporting 

FS, it is also possible that overall d e  performance was lowered by this e r .  Not baving: FS 

simiif?Muitly and positively affected subjects accumq of Copy. Tbh seems to support McReever's 

(1986) findings that FS iowers the scores for all suqjects except left handed females. 

While there were oniy a 5mali number of IeR handed subjects in the study, it is interesthg 

to note that bandedness seems to bave prevented major from emerging as a main &ect, and also 

suppressed the interactions between sex, FS and major. Coilapshg across handedness didn't 

increase the power of FS, but it helped mqjor to gain s&nühme. 
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It is oniy in the separate amlyses for males and femaiea that we see a connection between 

@or and left handed fernales. There were no &nEamt effects for the female data on Copy, but 

left handed, female, science majors produced the most accurate Reca1.L It is worth noting that on 

the female data FS is no longer signjfïcant; Le., f d e s  without FS do not do better than f d e s  

with FS. This seems to suggest, inadvertentiy, =me importance attributable to handedness and 

FS among females. 

Why do f d e s  without FS in science no longer emerge the better performers when 

erwmined separately? Does handedness or a combination of handedness and FS play a role in 

reducing these eff- among fendes? This study does not cla.rify these issues. It does iilustrate 

the importance of investigating why the signEcance of these variables decline in femaie dala It 

may be that & numbers of lef't handed females, and crimilai leveis of FS among the subgroups 

have interfered with the emergeace of a clear picture. This study does not support Weinstein's 

et al (1990), as they report FS improved the spatial skiiin of f d e s  whether left or rïght banded, 

and their best performing females were science mqjors. FS was not signifïcant in positive 

iduencing spatial abilities in females as Weinstein and colieagues (1990) suggest. This study was 

unable to con6rm the positive ifluence of FS, but it did irnplicate left handedness in female 

science students as a positive hctor related to spatial designsi. 

Separate amlyses show that only males were able to Copy the Reg design better when 

they did not have FS. It may be, as Tan suggested, that F'S interferes with some males, creating 

a cornpetition between hand ski11 and spatial abilities. Males who were right handed were better 

able to remember the deaign, suggesting that perhaps right handed males have better mernory for 

spatial tasks than left handed d e s .  This finding seerns to support McKeever's (1986) that right 

'handed males produce the highest scores on spatial tasks. It does appear that lateralization 
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strengthens spatial abilities and motor skiiis m right handed males. 

The effects of environment and experience with spatial trr.slrs may have played a role in 

the r d  performance of science students. Recent studies have shown tbat experience and 

environmental interactions do impact positive on abilities in spatial tasks, regardless of gender 

( Held, Alderton, Foky & Segall, 1993; Okagaki & Frensch, 1994; Subrahmanyam & Greenfield, 

1994). Held et aL (1993) found that, for both men and women, environmental and experientiai 

interactions improved problem solving abiity and arithmetic reasoning ability. Further, 

experiments with video game playing found that both mental rotation tirne and spatial visualization 

time improved with practice (Okagaisi & Frensch, 1994), and spatial performance impioved on a 

posttest for cbildren who starteci out witb relatively poor spatial skills (Subrahmanyam & 

Greenfield, 1994). The r d t s  from these studies seem to support the adage that 'practise maises 

perféct' regardless of gender. One only needs to check out the local arcades to learn who is 

getting the most practice in spatial sktlin with video games. Experience Ath spatiat designs ma. 

have enhamed recall acmracy of subjects in this study. 

It is important to point out that the number of left handed subjects in this study was smRll 

(approx. 23), and because of the variability that may have exjsted within those individuals, leR 

handedue58 may not have been su86aently represented in the study. (e.g., variables: king a twin, 

unknown or unreportecl LD in the hmdy, and level of band skiU in left handed males). Larger 

numbers of left handed subjects (with or without FS) may have enablecl the power of FS to 

emerge as sigdhmt, and positive for fernales. The lwel and distribution of FS among the 

subjects was about 50%. This is higher than the 30% reported by Geshwind and Behan (1982), 

but it is rrimiiRi. to the rate reported for Benbovrr's (1988) very intellectdy talentecl students. (ït 

is assumed that these studies uniformly conaider biologieal grandparents, parenta, amts, d e s  
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and siblings as first degree relatives.) In this study, 54.2 percent (38170) of femaies reported FS 

and 47.8 percent (22146) of the d e s  reported FS. More than haif the subjects (51.7%) m this 

study reported hrtving fi& degree, biological fàmily members who are left handed. 

In conclusion, the r d t s  of this study point to the importance of considering € d e s  and 

xllEiles separately when trying to evaluate hemispheric pnicessing and the variables that may 

impact on tbat processing. Subtle but important ciifferences can be hidden when d e s  and 

f e d e s  are adysed together. Inappropriate assumptions could be avoided by separate analpes. 

The even distribution of FS among the subjects may suggest that FS is not a strong 

indicator of being in a science program or having strong spatial abilities. It may be that 

experiences with spatial tasks and spatial reasoning are more likely to innuence one's career choice 

whetber or not one has FS.This is substantially higher than previous reports for the general 

popuiation, although Benbow (1988) reporta that the fiequency of left-handedness (includiug FS), 

in a group of intellectually talented studenta, was more than twice that of the generai population 

FS is mer-represented among those scoring hi& on verbal reasoning among tweive year olds on 

SAT (Benbow, 1988). Could it be that students who go to univeraity have a hïgher rate of fhdial 

left handedness than males and f d e s  in the general population? Do the subjeds in this study 

exel at verbal reasoniug? 1s there a great deal of variability of hdedness  and FS among males 

and f d e s  that combiie with other factors which would limit generalizing such findings? 

The literature consistentiy reports strong verbai abilities among femaies and/or high 

achievers. Females have been reported to be bilahralized for both verbal and spatial fùnctions 

(Landeil, 1962; McGlone, 1978). The notion that FS affects language laterality, influencing 

spatial aboi@ of right handers (McKeever, 1986) may be relateci to verbai abiliw, Le., the efXects 

of FS on language laterality may be more closeiy 8980CiBted with heightened verbal abilities. Are 
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verbal &dis enhancers of ieasoning, problem solviag and spatial abilities in f d e s ?  Could it be 

that weil developed verbal afoll.p in femaies inter& more ef£ïcient?y with other slritla to produce 

better performance with logid problem SO- reasoning and spatial taslrs, This would suggest 

that f d e s  do not have a d i r d  approach to sohring spatial problems, but m ~ y  be able to 

&cientiy inkgrate (with practice and experience) a variety of abiities and skil\w to demonstrate 

high acbiwement and top performance. It may be that motor performance in competition with 

spatial performance (Tan, 199ûc) represents an interference with abilities that d e s  have 

diff idty overcominp.. Females, howwer, may be better able to integrate cognitive systems due 

to less competition (Le., bilateralization) between those systems. 

Since subgroups of ieft-handed subjects were so small (ranging fkom 1-4 subjects), it is 

possi'ble that an impact of handedness may bave been weakened. The impact that familial left 

handedness is reported to have on fernales in science (regardless of their personal handedness), 

contributing to their accurate production of the Rey Figure (Weinstein et aL, 1990), was not 

supported for femaies in this study. This, too, rnay be due to the smali celis in the fernale data, 

although there is no reasm to expect that the direction of FS would have changed dramatkdy 

in this study. 

M e r  research might study left handed subjects only to investigate the range of 

Yariability within leR handers. It would also be interesting to investigate whether or not a 

biiteral organbation predisposes an individual to tespond to a number of influencing fàctors in 

ways that differ fimm a more lateraiized pattern of brain organization 
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Infomed Consent 

You are invited to participate in research on handedness. This studp will look 

at the rehtionship between handedness, gender and one's academic choices in 

university. The data collected wilI be used to look at group differences, not individual 

differences, and the information you provide WU be kept confdentid. 

The r e d t s  of this study will be published as part of my Master's Thesis in 

School Psychology which 1 am complethg at Mount Saint Vincent University. My 

thesis advisor is Dr. Ann Krane of the Psychology Department at M S W .  1 will be 

happy to answer any questions or concerns you may have regarding this research. 

If you agree to participate in this study, please sign below. Your participation 

and cooperation are very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

L 2 4 A A - a  

Darlene Whitman 

1 agree that I understand the purpose of this research on handedness and have 

had an opportunity to ask questions about this study. I hereby give my informed 

consent to participate in this research. 
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AppenhC 

S .  Swev package containiner: FHI, EFII. confirmation of maior and courses mmpleted, and 

instructions ta draw the Rev m e  h m  memoq 

PLEAsE MARK R (RIGHT) OR L (LEFT) TO INDICAm lY3E HANDEDNESS 

OF YOUR FIRST DEGREE ELELATLVES (i.e., BIOLOGICALLY RELATED 

RELATIVES). 

MOTHER GRANDMOTHER 

SISTER - BROTHER 

UN- - AUNT - 
DON'T KNOW ANY OF THE ABOVE 

ALL MY LST DEGREE RELATIYES ARE RIGHT HANDED - 

IF YOU ARE A 'I'WIN, PEEASE INDICATE THE RELATIONSHIP: 

IDENTICAL FRQTERNAL 

MY TWIN-1s: - LEFT-HANDED - - RIGHT-HANDED - - - DON'T KNOW 

ISTHEZiEAmRYOFIzEARMNGD~NANYOFTHEABOVENAMEDFAMILY 

MEMBERS? YES NO - DON'T KNOW 
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EDINBURGH HANDEDNESS INVENTORY 

Name: Sex: 

Please indimte your preferenœs in the use of hands in the following activities by putting 
+ in the appropriate mlumn. Whem the preferenœ is ao etmng that you would never 
b h y  to use the other hand, des s  abeolutely f o d  to, put ++. If in any case you are 
really indiffemnt put +.in both aalumns. 

Some of the adivities require both handa. In these aisei the part of the task, or object, 
for which hand prefe~nœ is wanted is indicrited in brackets. 

Please txy to answer ai i  the questions, and only leave a blank if you have no experienœ 
at all of the objed or task. 

Throwing I 
Scissors 

Toothbrush 

Knife (without fork) 

RIGHI' 

Writing 

Drawing 

Spoon 

Broom (upper hand) 

LEFT 

Striking Match (match) 

Opening Box (lid) 

Which foot do you prefer to kick with? 

Which eye do you use when using only one? 
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IF YOU ARE A MATH OR SCENCE MAJOR 

OR COMPUTER 

IF YOU ARE MAJORING IN THE ARTS. SOCIAL SCIENCES. OR BUSINESS 

PLEASE LIST BELOW SIXCOURSES YOU HAVE COMPLETED IN YOUR AREA OF 

CONCENTRATION: 
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BELOW, PLEASE DRAW3 FROM MEMORY, TRE DESIGN YOU DREW 

EARLIER USING EITEfER A PENCII; OR A PEN. 
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REY-OSTERRIETH COMPLEX FIGURE TEST 
FORM A (Rey Figure) 

Details: COPY 

1. Cross upper Ieft corner, outside of rectangle 
2. Large rectangle 
3. Diagonal cross 
4. Horizontal midline of 2 
5. Vertical midline 
6. Small rectangle, within 2 to the left 
7. Small segment above 6 
8. Four paraltel lines within 2, upper left 
9. Triangle above 2 upper right 

10. Small vertical line within 2, below 9 
11. Circle with three dots within 2 
12. Five parallel lines with 2 crossing 3, lower right 
13. Sides of triangle attached to 2 on right 
14. Diamond attached to 13 
15. Vertical line within triangle 13 ~arallel to right 

vertical of a 
16. Horizontal line within 13, continuing 4 to right 
17. Cross attached to low center 
18. Square attached to 2, lower left 

TOTAL SCORE 

DELAY 

Scoring : 

Consider each of the eighteen units separately, and appraise accuracy of each unit and 
relative position within the whele of the design. For each unit count as  follows: 

Correct placed properly 2 points 
1 point 

Distoried or incomplete 1 point 
, but recognizable placed poorly 112 point 
'Absent or not recognizable O points 
Maximum 36 points 




